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22nd March 2021

Dear Mr Kay
OXFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL TRANSPORT & CONNECTIVITY PLAN 5 VISION CONSULTATION
I am writing on behalf of Railfuture* Thames Valley and wish to comment on the latest Vision document
relating to the above plan.
We welcome the broad principles behind the development of LTCP5 but are still concerned about the lack
of ambition in terms of what is delivered and how quickly. The priorities must be climate change and air
pollution/health. For transport, these will only be delivered by reductions in private car use and a change
from fossil fuels to electric power for freight transport.
We are concerned that the document effectively is limited to transport issues and does not make it clear
that sustainable land use planning must be considered along with transport. Currently too many housing
and commercial developments are located away from public transport or active travel routes. Quite simply
you should be taking the houses to the trains and not playing catch-up by trying to get the trains and buses
to the houses after they are built.
Only electric rail, light rail or tram, coupled with active travel infrastructure, will really achieve the
decarbonisation we all want to see. In view of this, Railfuture have developed the idea of an “Oxford
Metro” to help market the importance of developing the local network to the holders of the purse strings –
DfT, Network Rail, etc. We are attaching an explanatory document along with a diagrammatic map. When
implemented this will maximise the potential of rail for the future of Oxfordshire. (Additional information
relating to these proposals is on the Railfuture website at: https://www.railfuture.org.uk/article1875-OxfordMetro )

Until the opening of Oxford Parkway Station, Oxford City’s network of Park & Rides has always been bus
based, but therefore is susceptible to the effects of severe traffic congestion. Consideration of any new
P&R sites should include Park & Rail and be located further out from the City. For example, the planned
P&R at Eynsham/Salt Cross would be an ideal location for both bus and train P&R, as well as a modal
interchange, once the proposed rail link to Witney & Carterton is implemented. Similarly a Park &
Rail/interchange would also be appropriate in Carterton/Witney.

The Metro diagram illustrates very clearly how public transport in Oxfordshire is very much concentrated
on access to the City. Because of the serious cutbacks to bus services over recent years, connections
between surrounding towns and villages is very poor. Every effort should be made to create transport
interchanges at the railway stations on the radial routes so buses can serve all the settlements in between.
Similarly railfreight terminals and distribution centres should be created as a basis for final distribution by
smaller electric vehicles.
For completeness, we are also enclosing the comments we made last April to the original consultation on
LTCP5. We hope this will be of help to you as we dealt with some of the issues in more detail and they are
still pertinent.
We should be pleased if you would take on board our comments and incorporate them into the final Plan
going out for formal consultation later in the year.
Please come back to us if you need further clarification on the points we have raised.
This response has been researched and prepared by our committee member, Nigel Rose.
Yours sincerely,

Richard Stow
Richard Stow,
Chairman
* Railfuture is a national voluntary organisation, campaigning for improved rail services and promotion of
the contribution rail can make to sustainable transport. In the Thames Valley we have several hundred
members, including the affiliation of most local Rail User Groups. We are independent of the industry,
political parties and trades unions, and always seek to put rail users first, be they freight or passengers.
Railfuture Ltd is a (not for profit) Company
Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England and Wales No 05011634.
Registered Office: Edinburgh House, 1-5 Bellevue Road, Clevedon, North Somerset, BS21 7NP (for legal correspondence only)
GDPR privacy statement: www.railfuture.org.uk/Privacy

http://www.railfuture.org.uk

OXFORD METRO
Despite the pandemic, Oxfordshire continues to have significant economic growth based on digital technology, aerospace and
life sciences. It lies at the western end of the so called knowledge spine or Oxford-Cambridge Arc. Expansion of Oxford City is
severely constrained by the surrounding green belt and as a historic city it suffers from severe traffic congestion. House prices
are amongst the highest in the UK with the result that people, many of them ‘key workers’, have to live in the surrounding
towns and villages. Significant housing growth is planned by the various District Councils but many of the chosen locations have
poor connectivity to the centres of employment. Oxford’s rail routes link well with Reading, London and the Midlands but suffer
from overcrowding, limited track and station capacity and also having to share with multi-modal freight trains from
Southampton Docks.
Experience from elsewhere in the country demonstrate the benefits of a growth plan with an incremental approach to
expansion of the more local network, integrating with housing and employment areas across the County. This also supports the
decarbonisation agenda reducing private car use. Although not as large as Greater Manchester or the West Midlands,
nevertheless the same approach for incremental expansion is valid and is already being pursued in Cambridge. The use of the
term Oxford Metro helps to reinforce this network approach which includes last mile considerations of other types of public
transport, cycle and pedestrian links. Railfuture Thames Valley started campaigning about a cross-City network approach in 2015
when it published leaflets “Hanborough & City Line” and “Trains 4 Cowley” setting out the advantages to the community and
operationally. The then transport minister Claire Perry expressed strong support to us for our Hanborough ideas.
Benefits of local investment over the last few years have been demonstrated by the opening of Oxford Parkway station on the
new Chiltern Railways link to London Marylebone, greatly exceeding its predicted passenger numbers and well served by local
park and ride bus connections. Further opportunities lie with reversal of “Beeching” cuts using DfT’s Restoring Your Railways
Ideas Fund. A first priority is re-opening of the Cowley branch line, currently used for freight to the Mini factory, creating a
cross-City link to Science Parks and significant new housing areas, utilising extended services from East West Rail (due for
completion in 2024) and Hanborough on the North Cotswold Line, also a location for major housing development.
The John Radcliffe and Churchill Hospitals are located well to the east of the City centre and suffer from significant traffic
congestion. International medical research centres are located nearby. It would not be feasible to extend heavy rail to this area
and therefore the most appropriate investment would be a conventional street electric tramway (with battery back-up through
sensitive architectural areas) from west of the station to the hospital area. It will be necessary through parts of the city centre to
have sections of single track running along parallel streets, similar to Croydon, and loop routes at each end.
To the south of the County major housing growth is also planned around Wantage and Grove, adjacent to the technology
hotspots at Harwell. The proposed station at Wantage/Grove Parkway to the west of Didcot on the GWML would provide much
improved connectivity.
Lastly, but by no means least, Witney is the largest town in Oxfordshire without a rail station. Along with adjacent Carterton
(home of RAF Brize Norton) even more major housing development is planned. Currently access to employment requires use of
the very congested A40 or an alternative route across an 18th Century toll bridge. Even if it were doubled the A40 would still
suffer from the bottleneck at Wolvercote Roundabout on the Oxford outskirts. Some of the Witney branch track bed is still
extant which could assist re-opening but a new link into Carterton and the RAF transport HQ would be necessary. At its eastern
end the branch would serve the planned large housing developments at Eynsham and Salt Cross Garden Village and then
connect into the North Cotswold Line. The Rail Minister has stated that this type of scheme was exactly the sort of thing DfT
were looking for that could make a local difference without too much money, a sentiment supported by local MPs. A proposal
has been put together by Witney Oxford Transport group (WOT) with other local support and was submitted to the Ideas Fund
in March 2021.
All of the above of course depends on Network Rail completing their existing plans for infrastructure improvements
along the corridor. These include the additional down platform at Oxford Station in conjunction with Oxford City
Council, quadrupling the tracks between Didcot and Oxford (which should also permit improved services to Culham
another technology hotspot), re-doubling the track between Wolvercot Junction and Hanborough (including

additional turn-back platform at Hanborough Station) and hopefully the completion of electrification. It is also vital
that East West Rail is completed on time as planned, opening up connections to new housing and employment to
the east including Milton Keynes and Bedford.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr James Gagg
Oxfordshire County Council
Infrastructure Strategy & Policy
County Hall
New Road
Oxford
OX1 1NG

By email: LTCP5@oxfordshire.gov.uk

27th April 2020

Dear Mr Gagg,
OXFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL TRANSPORT & CONNECTIVITY PLAN
I am writing on behalf of Railfuture* Thames Valley and wish to comment on the engagement activity
relating to the above plan.
We welcome the broad principles behind the development of LTCP5 but are concerned about the lack of
ambition in terms of what is delivered and how quickly.
The priorities must be climate change and air pollution/health. For transport, these will only be delivered
by reductions in private car use and a change from fossil fuels to electric power.
The coronavirus pandemic must not be used as an excuse to slacken off on modal shift to public transport.
Issues relating to the virus should be addressed by engineering design of buses and trains – protection of
surfaces and operating crews, more generous seating spaces, size of vehicles and frequency of services to
overcome overcrowding.
We now turn to some of the topic papers in more detail:
3:
LCWIPs
We welcome the concept of joined up routes. Too often cycle routes have been developed piecemeal with
sudden stop points, preventing safe access to final destinations. They also need to be considered multimodally, with high quality secure cycle parking at bus stops (particularly in rural areas) and railway
stations.
5:
SHIFT
The principle of SHIFT is strongly welcomed and we are pleased to see the example of cycle parking at
Didcot Parkway. Safe secure cycle parking is vital at bus stops and stations. However, why start SHIFT just
with a case study? It should be rolled out along all the major bus and rail routes (for example the A44 and
Cotswold Line).
7:
STRATEGIC ACTIVE TRAVEL NETWORK
Again the concept must be welcome. However, if it is to be developed across the County, care must be
taken with the topography of the individual routes to ensure that “new” cyclists are not put off by hills or
shared use in making connections with buses or trains. For example the road between Chipping Norton
and Kingham Station is narrow and hilly in places – it would be ideal if some use could be made of the old
railway track bed, whilst still achieving access from the location of the planned large housing development
to the east of the town.
9:
BUS STRATEGY
The main issues have been identified with the need for significant future investment. In terms of bus
priority measures, in addition to bus lanes, the use of bus control of traffic lights should be adopted more
widely. On demand/community transport may be appropriate in certain locations but service frequency is
still critical if it is to be attractive to car drivers. There needs to be integration of timetables with rail
services with enough redundancy to deal with late running trains. Thought should also be given to buses
being painted in train company liveries to aid such integration and also provide publicity for the train
services, particularly in view of the large numbers of new residents expected in the County. It will be

beneficial to link the outer ring of towns as suggested in the 2050 proposals and not just concentrate on
links to or via Oxford. An example might be Chipping Norton – Woodstock – Hanborough Station – Witney
– Burford – The Wychwoods – Kingham Station – Chipping Norton linking several existing services together.
10:
RAIL STRATEGY
The conclusions as to investment priorities are supported – in particular the Cowley branch line,
Hanborough, Grove/Wantage, Didcot-Oxford enhancement and Begbroke. Completion of electrification to
Oxford and also on East West Rail is vital if the County is to meet climate change obligations. Overall the
programme lacks ambition in terms of timing. New stations and other enhancements must be in place
before houses are built or new business developments are open – the example of Aylesbury Vale Parkway
should be followed. In view of the importance of Oxfordshire to the UK economy, the County should use its
influence with DfT, Network Rail and the Treasury to expedite these vital rail investments.
11.
PARK & RIDE
The points about new P&R sites being further out from Oxford City and as transport interchanges are well
made. It is important that bus services from all P&R sites do not just go to the City centre but also to other
major employment locations and at all the times and frequencies employees need to get to and from
them. Railway stations (existing and proposed) should also be considered as P&R sites and interchanges.
12.
CLIMATE EMERGENCY
Delivering on measures to reduce climate change must be a priority for the Plan. These will only be
delivered by reductions in private car use and a change from fossil fuels to electric power. Building on the
list of current actions is to be welcomed. Rail electrification including on East West Rail should be added to
the list.
13.
AIR QUALITY
Combating air pollution must go hand in hand with climate actions as many of the solutions are similar. A
major source of pollution are Heavy Goods Vehicles. Every effort must be made to transfer freight to
electrified rail lines by enabling rail connected transfer hubs where the final distribution can be by smaller
electric vehicles. Where there is no rail alternative, HGVs should in any case be prohibited in town and
village centres.
16.
CONNECTING OXFORD
The proposals, particularly the Parking Levy, are to be welcomed as they will facilitate modal shift and
provide funding for vital investments including on the local rail network and sustainable links thereto. It
has to be hoped that over time the example of Nottingham can be delivered in Oxfordshire.
18.
TRANSPORT CORRIDOR CONNECTIVITY
The general approach is to be welcomed as is the suggestion of a new station at Grove/Wantage. The latter
should be implemented much more quickly than the timetable suggested in the Rail Strategy. SwindonOxford rail services would be very welcome. The North Cotswold railway line should be added to the list of
corridors and could enable housing and other developments to be diverted from other less sustainable
locations. Hanborough Station is key to much of this. The County should use its influence with DfT and
Network Rail to expedite these actions. We would welcome the approach adopted for the A420 being
applied to all the other identified corridors but not restricting the routes to Oxford City but to other
important destinations – hospitals and medical research, science hubs etc. With respect to the A40
between Oxford and Witney/Carterton consideration should be given to reusing the old railway track bed
for a rapid transit route – trams, guided bus or heavy rail – to bypass the congestion on the A40 itself.
19.
REGIONAL TRANSPORT NETWORK
The link to Cambridge is important for the interchange of science research etc but East West Rail should be
the main solution. We welcome the County’s opposition to the suggested Expressway as it would go
against Climate Change policies. Any minor road investment in the corridor should just be to provide links
to East West Rail stations. There should be early investment in electrification of EWR as well as appropriate

provision of additional facilities for freight trains to provide the necessary long term robustness for all
south-north freight movements. Every effort should be made to divert HGV traffic using the A34 on to rail.
23.
NETWORK MANAGEMENT & COORDINATION
We welcome the main ideas – signage, traffic light priority for buses, routing of HGVs away from
residential areas, electric vehicle charging points in all new developments, etc – but enforcement is vital.
We particularly endorse signing opportunities for sustainable travel from particular locations, journey
times, etc.
25.
FREIGHT STRATEGY
The main issues relating to freight have been identified but we are concerned that there is an insufficient
action plan to transfer more freight from road to rail, particularly new interchanges to permit transfers
from freight trains to local deliveries by road vehicles smaller than HGVs, therefore permitting electric
transmission. There needs to be increased investment along EWR for freight trains, for example the
provision of freight loops permitting extra paths for all south-north rail traffic instead of HGVs on the A34.
26.
A SMART COUNTY
We particularly support the references under freight delivery and new developments. For the latter, as
well as future proofing all new housing, it is vital that under the Oxfordshire Plan 2050 they are built in
sustainable locations, close to existing and future railway stations. It will also be appropriate to ensure that
tourist destinations are easily accessible by walking and cycling and by bus from rail stations and are well
advertised. A good exemplar is Blenheim Palace by the S3 bus from Oxford Rail station and by the 7 and
500 from Oxford Parkway although more publicity on trains would be appropriate.
We should be pleased if you would take on board our comments and incorporate them into the final Plan
going out for formal consultation later in the year.
Please come back to us if you need further clarification on the points we have raised.
This response has been researched and prepared by our committee member, Nigel Rose.
Yours sincerely,

Richard Stow
Richard Stow,
Chairman

